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SUMMARY

The Pulp and Paper Industry has a long record of ex is tance and presently considered to
be an important and major industry of the country. Keeping in view the anticipated growth of'
the industry to fulfil the requirement of paper and papar-boards and also newsprint for the
cou_ntry, sincere afforts are needed to improve overall working efficiency of the industry by
taking up modernization and renovation schemes, establishing new mills, upgradrng technol-

ogies in existing mills following modern maintenance techniques, etc, For attaining hig,her
benefits of aII these afforts, proper education and training of personnel associated or going to

be assoclered with the industry have to be done in Willi defined and systematic manner.

This paper deals with the present status of education and training systems in paper indu-
stry in the country. The various areas where improvements are requ ired to be done in these
systems are highlighted. It has been emphasized that there is need for' concerted efforts by
educational institutions, industry, students. employees. government and other agencies associated
to this industry for evolution and adoption of Improved education and training systems. This
would ullimately Iliad to the healthy growth of the paper industry,

The Pulp and Paper Industry in India has a long
record of existence and with significant growth indus-
try has taken an important place in the industrial
structure of the country. The Present total installed
capaciiv of the Indian Paper Industry is a~out 2.9
million tonnes with nearly 300 paper mills of which
more than 80% mills are in small sector and the present
capacity utilization in about 60%. By 2000 A.D.'
lt is expected that demand would rise to 3.2 million
tonnes of paper and paperboard and about 1.0
million tonnes of newsprint. Keeping this in view
inspite of its achievement in past, paper industry has
challenging task ahead for' fulfilling the requirement of
growing population with increasing literacy and indus-
trial development.

On one hand paper industry has such a task ahead
while on the other hand industry has been showing
declining trends in capacity utilization and also in over-
all growth. The various factors such as capital intensive
nature of the industry, lack of adequate and substatial
supply of fibrous raw-material, shortage of coal, power
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& water, slow development of technology, obsolete
plant and equipment, inadequate investment for reno-
vation & modernization and out-dated maintenance
management system etc. are responsible. Hence, these
factors are to be given proper attention but a t the same
time proper utilization of material and money greatly
depends on quality of manpower engaged. It is a
fact, though not recognised by all, that investments
in new plant/modernization do not pay so much d 'vi-
dend as investment in proper education and training of
personnel employed in, or those shall be employed by
the present industry.

The fast changes which are underway in the indus-
try will have great impact on education and training
systems. A few of these changes are mentioned below:

Increasing and fast changes in technology.
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Continuous move by irtdustrj to achieve' high
efficiency.

-
Changing industrial environment 'i.e. emergence of
competitive market.
Changes in the industrial concepts-fast growth
of small paper mills.

Increasing' demand ofpers,o~s,With ability to work
in team rather than working Wi'h their own tech-
.nical knowledge.

The present paper deals with general status of
.education and training being followed in the paper
.industry of the country. Keeping in view the fast
changing situations in~ paper industry due to various
reasons emphasis ,has been given inthe paper to im-
prove the edu,cation and training system. .

EDUCATION:

Education is a method of assimilating. the existing
knowledge, experience and capability to come out, with

•
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Sl. .Nameoffhe
No; ,Institute/Colle ge

Recognition
.given by,

newer ideas by the recepient. it ma;t be mentioned
that the education -giveu to, technical/engineering per~
sonnel requires special attention at the time of planning
as they are required to deliver the result as 'quick as
possible. The education in tMarea of pulp.andpaper
technology not only requires similar attention but
keeping' inview of fast' develonment, need of the
country, status of the industry etc; special' efforts .are
needed to meet the requirements, 'i

, It has beenreported in the area of pulp and pape!
technology regular class-room teaching and training
started at Forest Research Institutes; at Dehra Dun
around 1956-'57. Later,Institue. of Paper Technology,
was established at Saharanpur exclusively for 'teaching
and training, in paper field ill 1.964. Si1~cethen both
~rga~izati()rs are engaged in these purposes. Jn, recent
past a few more institutes and' colleges have started
courses in theare,l\.Of pulp.and paper technology aQq
the details of main.' institutes are given below :-

Minimum qualifi-
cation for the
a lmission

Duration of the
course

•

i; Institute of Paper
Technology,
Saharanpur (U.P.).

2. B. N. Degree ColI~g~;
Dandeli (Karanataka)

. ".
3. Sesbasayee Institute

of Technology,
'-Trieny, (Tamil Nadu)

4. L.Y.T. ,Nagpur-
(Maharashtraj

5. Seth J.i>. Institute"
~_ofTeoh.,
Yampnanagar;:"H ".
(Haryana),

Karanataka
University,

, Dharwad.

Board of.Techni- Matriculation
cal Education,
J:amil Nadu."

Rootkee
University,
Roorkee.

Nagpur
University.

. Nagpur

State Council
far'techblcal

. :E~ucatiort,
. Haryanai

. a) +2 Science
b) B. Sc.

4 years
2 years

Degree.
UniverSity' ',: i
Diploma,

B.A.Sc.
"

'" (P& P)
of/' ~,

+2 Sdiebce 31 years

'I~

;' Diploma'

B. Sc. 3 years R Sc. (Tech.)
Cellulose: ..,
Tech.

X Class"
\ ·1

Diploma
in Pulp and "
Piper Tech .

'j \
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It may also be .noted that some courses in cellulose
chemistry / technology, are also being run in some of the
University/ Institutes at different levels other than
mentioned above.

, I

Though, number of institutes are now engaged in
imparting education in the area of Pulp and Paper tech-
nology but this being highly specialised iprofessional
field and .Interdisciplinary in nature, it requires better
infrastructure than presently available with most of the
institutes. It may also be noted here that most" of the
nstitutes are functioning independently without having

-formal coordination with each other. High caliber
talented staff is-very much required which becomes very
difficult for these institutes to employ and retain as they
are lured away by the industry.

It may be mentioned that industry requires folIo;.
wing groups .of technical manpower from the institutes:

»

1) personnel who are to be associated with
. operation of plant -,--,Operator level.

2) Personnel who are to be associated with supervision
and the operation of the plant .....:.Supervisorple~eI...

3) Personnel who' are to be associated with co~rdin
ation andProductin at the plant -Managerial level.

4) Personnel who are to be associated with teaching,
R&D. , training, designing, consultancy, etc. ,

- Managerial level
(Developmental Jobs).

Areas forimprovemeat :
)

Keeping in view the requirement of the paper
industry in the changing environment, education
~ystem requires to be improved upon in the following
different areas to fulfil the need of the industry:

1) Similar to other areas, the technology is changing very
.fast '.in different spheres of overall process of Pulp
and papermaking, And it has become imperative that
these developmental work a-e to be taught to the
students for which there is constant need to update
the courses/syllabus. However, this may be kept in
the mind that we should not too much deviate from
existing requirement of 'the industry of the country.

2) A close watch ijlay also be kept while framing syll-
~1:>uson the emerging/changing, environment of
industry in the country. For, example, in last fifteen
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years the, industry has re gisterd treme ndous growth
in small paper mills. These mills have different
system, approach and requirement than the big
paper mills.

They have to sometimes function under [imitations
and constraints of technical as well as other types.
Since these mills have become a significant part ef
industry, necessary steps are required to impart edu-
cation, in sueh a way that candidates coming out
from the institutes meet their requirement also.

3. In order to understand the, requirement of the
industry and faculty in various institutes 'is very
much required. In this connection, following
suggestions may be carefully considered: '

(i )'.'Association of mill personnel at the time of
formulating syllabus,

(ii) Regular and extensive training of teaching
staff at .small as well as big paper mills.

(iii) Arranging workshops and seminars on diffe-
rent topics at Institute in cordination with
the mills.

(iv) Faculty members may also be given oppor-
tunity regularly to update their knowledge
by visiting other places in case facilities. e.g:-
library, instruments, equipments, e tc., are
not available at the Institute where they are
working.

4. Students should also be given planned and syste-
\

matic training in the mills during the courses.

5. The courses may be designed caderwise keeping in
view the requirements of the Industry as mentio-
ned earlier. This would not only meet actual
requirement of the industry, but also dear the
mind of the student regarding the future job and
prospects .

6. Institutes should arrange short-term courses regu-
larly for personnel of the industry to update their
knowledge. The' short-term courses may also be
arranged for the personnel from non processing
departments of the mills to give them systematic

" knowledge of pulp and papermaking technology.

7. Running of correspondence course may -be also
useful for those who cannot afford' to personally
attend the courses arranged by institutes.

\
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8. Participation in seminars, and conferences-In pulp
andpapermaking technology by facultymembers
of the institutes- would be also very effective to
improve overall standard of education.

9. Possibility of use of modern techniques like audio.
,visual etc. are to be also explored for greater
. impact on students and a liaison with techniques
and methods of teaching being developed abroad
will be useful. .

10. There is a strong need of having formal coord ina-
tion of institutejcolleges-c-associated in teaching

"pulp and paper technology to rationalise their
courses and also' help each other in imparting
better education to the students.

11. Scope for further studies by the students in right
direction should 'also be· open and accordingly
provisions should be made for achieving higher
qualifications.

12. It !Day also be mentioned that instftutes tshould
review regularly the employment potential for
their students and accordingly corrective steps
may be taken and placement cells will be useful,

13< It is also quite surprising to note that no good
technicalJiterature is indigenously available which
is based on technical requirement and experiences
of Indian paper industry. Efforts are needed by
both mill technical Personnel and faculty members
of the institutes to come forward to take this
challenging job on/priority basis.

t -;;'4 __

•

TRAlNING:

• The training is basically continuting education to
impart.knowledge to accomplish change in behaviour,
to provide skills or retrain in existing area to' improve
individual's capability to discharge. responsibilities
assigned to him by the organization. Training is
basically a vehicle of communication between various
entities of the industry. And although it is hard to
find a-manager who does n01 f~l that training is
necessary but it is still harder to find a manager who
considers it his' responsibility. This, sums up the status
oftrainingin the pulp and paper industry. '

./ .. .

•

;Training; as ,an important ifunction, in India, is
presently limited to a few organizations in paper
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industry Which, have forward .Iooking managements.
However, in many of these cases also training basically
means training the fresh recruits. Most of the time
management is not sure of the utility of training but is
having this function so as to be with theJoneses, and
as a result the thrust and direction to the training is
lacking. Consequently the area, does not receive
proper appreciation from top management making the
task of the 'person heading it more difficult. It does
not mean that nobody is serious about .training but
definitely such people are miniscule. The end result is
that training as system is limited to very few enlight-
ened organizations.

Some of Ithese forward looking integrated paper ,
mills have .developed organized systems to train their
employees in rtune with their requirements and deve-
loping people at all levels has become a regular process

.with them. All freshers undergo an orientation
about organization and in depth hand-on training in
their respective slots over a period of normally one/~wo

. years. Employees at various levels are imparted train-
ing to. solve identified problems Whose solutions lie in
training eg: acquiring newer skills, such as instruments,
controls/tests., fittings etc., increasing belongingness,
communication skills, technology change/upgradation
etc.

In tune with time and because of critical phase
through which paper industry passes periodically, the
training in productivity and quality conciousness
has become quite essential.

III most of the organisations, employees at lower
levels are illiterate and so require know lege inputs.
This input is also required at other leve Js too. The
lack of knowledge makes one indecisive and therefore
literacy drive and knowledge of fundamentals of pulp
and paper technology is a must at all levels .

The organizati.ons are generally making an
attempt at training, human' resources development and
career planning in a rather incohesive manner, indi-
eating that these organizations are serious' about them.
For improving technical skills some of these organiza-
tions have their own workshop where workmen emp-
loyees are imparted skill training in fitting, electricaJ,
welding, etc., but effectiveness is poor due to non-
availabily of properlyqualified staff.
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It has been realised that motivatedjeducated/deve-
loped employees can' raise productivity of the existing
plant. Employee's supervisory and managerial skills
will playa critical role in it. Therefore, in a number of
organizations, thrust in training employees is towards
improving human relation skills including interperson-
nelskills,'trarisactional analysis, leadership, communi-
cation, etc. '

Organizat-ions do depute theit people to various
seminars and. conferences' but generally reluctantly'.
These, who undergo training '.are selected not necessa-
rily based on' the need of individual or organization
'but may be because they were to be rewarded or may
be. because they could be spared.

, ,Basically traitling isI:>eing,~andled inthe industry
like, teaching' and therefo~d.presently it depends on
lec~lires as a bask t061 and so badly achieves its aim.
Before ',training' is done, factors' such as solution to
identified problel1~'s,'ba~kg~outid of participants, pre-
sent level in concerned area, 'must be thoughtfully gone
into to" select training meth~ds .. Trainingshouldbe
followed h) check papers' aildobservations from
seniors to juctge<its effectiveness.' Tb improveretentton
proper 'facilities viz .. auditorlum, communication
system, 'technical aids:desig~ .'of training system based
on participative approach bnd real life case studies are
ver1 critical. \

The managements 'kI1bWthat training i~costly and
mostly directionless' but are aware that not training is
even more costlier. Therefore what is ne~ded to be
done is to impove our training systems so as to make
them moreresponsfveto our needs 'and make its contri-
bu.tion in, solving .Identified, drganisatidnal problems,
visible. '

Areas for hnprovemeut :

(i) The training should be conducted against an
ide~tified problem whose solution lies in 'training'
eg : training operators- in particular instruments
orupkeep,?f' ,their machinery.rconducting tests,
etc.. ',' ,,' . . "

(ii), The training and development should be ~purpo•.
seful and must have' a definite direction' with
strong commitment from top management eg :
productivity, quality.dncreased employees. invol-
vement; reduce absentism, new technology, etc ..

'---

(iii) A great eteal of care is to be exercised in intro-
ducing tecruits to the organizaiion and in
imparting knowledge and skills to sow the seeds
for loyalty, deligence, effectiveness and harmo-
nious industrial culture,

The literacy drive and imparting knowledge of
the 'Work (pulp .and paper precess/engineering) in
all -detailsare other prime requirements.Audio-
visual modules with written commentry and feed
back to check retention of' knowledge provided
should be, developed in all seriouaness at the
earlie'st. The material developed fh?lIld be to suit
indigenous level Of technology and equipme nts.
Government and institutions engaged in teaching
pulp and paper technology can lend their
support. '

Multi skills will have to receive more and more
attention and it won't hurt if a common set of
faculty imparts it in situ and is drawn from
various Industrial Training Institutes. These are
required to improve productivity, reduce down
time and increase equipment utilisation. /

In today's environment, need is to' have peo~le
who are more flexible and are able. to. cnange

, w.ith situatio~ and therefore emphasis of manage-
ment.education has to be in achieving "this and
in "proyidingbehaviQur skills to deal with
people in more harmonious manner. This could'
be achieved bet\er.by associating top professio-
mil institutes on specific tasks on specialisation
bads.· .'

(iv)

( V)

(vi)

vii) In pulp and paper industry because of huge
quantities of materials being handled manually,

"heavy fire load and-background of peopleemplo-.
'yed, training in first-aid, \ safety and vfire-flghting
has become of paramount importance.

viii) Emphasis is changing from solo working to team
working; therefore,suitable workshops will have
to, be designed to improve teamspitit and

, enhanc~ tr,ll~t. l'Again lIM's canhelpbydevelo-
pin~ suitable m;nageincnt games and' case
Studies. ,.

Communication and data. processing systems are
changing at pace beyond recognition hence trai-
ning.in computers, photo copying machines, .etc.
is a must.

ix)
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X) Big organizations perhapscan afford training as
a separate activity but there is no place for train-
ing of personnel from small and medium indus-
tries. An institute to cater their requirements
will go a long way in improving overall
productivity of the industry.

Keeping in view the various areas suggested above
for improvement of education and training systems,
following points require special attention to achieve the
goal :

1) It has become quite important that coordination
aetween various institutions imparting education is

-, done ,by one crganization/specialccommittee, so
that uniformity and standard of education are
maintained. This would also help in effectively
utilizing the infrastructure mutually available at
different institutes.

~) In order to achieve varieus improvements sugges-
ted the institute should have sufficient funds either
from internal generation or other "unding bodies.
This aspect requires further critical examination.

,3) The industry has to be quite open in its approach
for lendinghelpinghalld to these institutes ~nd
provide proper feed-back toimprov(! overall
system.

4) Proper literature for education and training should
be made available indigenously.

~j It is also suggested that from time to time advice
from experts viz. education and training consul-
tants is to be sought to make ,the education and
training systems more effective.

•
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6) The industry has to take serious note about the
various aspects of improvement in training system
suggested above for the benefit of employees,
industry and overall need of the country.

7. Employees are supposed to take more and more
interest in upgrading the knowledge through edu-
cation and training and should avail to their
maximum the various facilities given by manage-
ment to them.

CONCLUSION :

The paper Industry has become an important
industry in overall industrial structure of the country.
The pr<?per strategy of education and training of man-
power assciated with the industry has to be formulated
to meet the requirement of the industry. The present
system of education and training need- improvements ~
various respects as mentioned ~bove. tn order to bring
these improvements' collective efforts are needed by
educational institutions, 'industry, students; employees
and other agencies associated with the itidustt:y.' 'The
s~eps 'taken in this" regard would definitely 'imptb%
overall'productivity and growtliof die industry'.':!

'/ '.
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